
MindFlex'n?
B Y  T H E  M I N D F L E X  C O A C H E S

"The Unexpected" . . . . There is no doubt that all

throughout life, unexpected things happen.

Sometimes it can be February weather in April and

other times, it can be things that have a bigger

personal impact. 

No matter what the unexpected may be, our first

action should always be to go into our proper-

thinking tool bag. Having the proper perspective and

calmness of mind will help with any unexpected

event. 

As you continue to grow in wisdom, always remember

what is true and unchanging, no matter what the

outside world may be telling you through your senses. 

As a member of the TTS Clubs family and fellow

MindFlexer...we always want to remind you that you

have the power to achieve anything that comes to

your  mind. 
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WORKOUT

Workout of the Week

VIDEO

M O V E M E N T

R E C O V E R Y

Hamstrings & Shoulders
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This week we are using a chair to

help you stretch your hamstrings and

your shoulders. 

Whether you're feeling tight from a

tough workout or driving, these two

stretches can have great benefit

with very little time invested.

Remember that recovery is just as

important as your workouts. 

https://d68d43ef-fe8f-401e-8097-8d8901305a6f.usrfiles.com/ugd/d68d43_d397952ba7924b5c84f2c098c0ce31b0.pdf
https://d68d43ef-fe8f-401e-8097-8d8901305a6f.usrfiles.com/ugd/d68d43_d397952ba7924b5c84f2c098c0ce31b0.pdf
https://vimeo.com/541172474/8ee8a333f0
https://vimeo.com/541172474/8ee8a333f0


M I N D S E T
WEEKLY EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION
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FIRST RULE OF LEARNING

An Open Mind

Repetition is the first rule of learning. Every habit that we have
(good, bad, or indifferent) became a habit because we continuously
repeated it. If you are seeking mental freedom from worry, anxiety,
or anything else that is not life-producing, then repetition has to be
applied in replacing the worry for calmness of mind or with
whichever other positive habit you choose to.  

PRACTICAL STEP
Is there something that you do habitually that you want to change? Take a few

minutes to really think about one thing that you want to change. Once you have

it narrowed down, think of one thing that you can do instead that is positive. This

week every time your unwanted habit comes up, replace it with the positive

action....Repeat until the new action becomes a habit. 

There's always a solution to any problem that may arise. The key to
finding the solution comes with having an open mind. When we
have an open mind we are able to see things in a different view than
the majority of the world. Having an open mind means not being
tied to a set of beliefs that at one point may have held importance
but no longer do. An open mind is a mind always willing to learn,
grow, and be challenged by different ideas. 

PRACTICAL STEP
Pick one thing that you're currently stuck on. Imagine yourself as being someone

else. How would that person look at your problem and how would they try to

resolve it? Repeat this process until you find your solution.
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RECIPE

Corn is common vegetable that Americans consume specially as
the summer approaches and the grills start burning. In general,

as MindFlexers, we don't eat corn on a regular basis. The
benefits do not outweigh the disadvantages. However, if this

summer you find yourself partaking in a cook-out...you should
know all the facts about corn.

N U T R I T I O N
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Try this lectin-free snickerdoodle cookie
recipe. Remember that you can also try
replacing some of the ingredients for
even lower-inflammatory response
ingredients.  

Snickerdoodle Cookies

Corn 101: The Facts

ARTICLE

https://laurenkellynutrition.com/berry-wine-spritzer/
https://lectinfreefoodie.com/lectin-free-snickerdoodle-cookies-low-carb-plant-paradox-compliant/
https://lectinfreefoodie.com/lectin-free-snickerdoodle-cookies-low-carb-plant-paradox-compliant/
https://www.healthline.com/health/food-nutrition/is-corn-a-vegetable
https://lectinfreefoodie.com/lectin-free-snickerdoodle-cookies-low-carb-plant-paradox-compliant/
https://www.healthline.com/health/food-nutrition/is-corn-a-vegetable
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Hormones have a play a
major role in the way we
behave, metabolize food,
age, and more. Listen to the
podcast linked below for
insight on your health and
hormones.

ARTICLE

PODCAST
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SUPPLEMENTATION

Taxes have been extended to Monday, May 17th,
2021. Whether or not you have already filed, here is
a great article on 20 popular tax deductions you may
be able to use in 2021.

Health & Hormones

https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/taxes/tax-deductions-tax-breaks
https://www.thorne.com/take-5-daily/podcast/episode-26-hormones-and-your-health
https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/taxes/tax-deductions-tax-breaks
https://www.thorne.com/take-5-daily/podcast/episode-26-hormones-and-your-health

